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Media includes any type of communication that reaches or influences people widely, and media literacy is an empowering skill 
that allows people to better analyze and interpret media messages. To deconstruct an ad, you have to find the hidden message 
that really tells you why you need this product. For example, if you see a commercial that is advertising a car, you immediately 
see people enjoying themselves while driving this car. The commercial is telling you that if you buy this car, you have the best 
time of your life. There are many types of these ads, including TV ads, newspaper and radio ads, social media, and internet 
pop-up ads. However, these ads aren't always telling the truth. These ads use media illusions to sell a product, which are 
commercials, or any other types of ads that are deceptive. What you are seeing is not always what you think it is. An example 
could be when you see an ad depicting a cheeseburger; the grill marks could be made with mascara.

 Another example is the milk in a bowl of cereal when the milk you see is frothy and thick. Yet when you see what they are doing 
behind the scenes, the milk is just glue that makes it look thick and delicious. But media illusions aren't just for food. It can be 
for beauty products, too. For example, when you see a model, the people behind the ad get rid of all blemishes and imperfections 
to make a person look beautiful. Another type of media that is important is social media. Social media is when people obtain 
followers who subscribe to their channel, and they use their influence to promote products that they like, and send negative 
messages about products they might dislike. When they rate the object for you, they are promoting the product for free, making 
this type of media profitable.

Media literacy 
Part 1
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Media Literacy Part 2
When you want to research a product, you want to make sure you have a credible source so that you won't be fooled by the ad. 
An example of this is when an ad could say that a balloon inflates immediately, but when you actually blow it up, it is not at its 
full potential. Sometimes there is media that you need to avoid, such as things that promote malice and mean thoughts such as 
racially discriminating messages. Desensitization can also happen after exposure to bad media. Desentization is when you 
become accustomed to things that you hear or see often, such as a song that is annoying or an ad that pops up on your screen. It 
is used in advertising when a person gets tired of the same old product, so the company comes up with a new one. We receive 
and see almost a million ads a day from social media with promoting objects, TV advertising, as well as movies and shows. When 
considering these offers, we have to ask ourselves important questions. “Is this item really worth purchasing? Is this item telling 
us the truth? Should we be convinced when seeing this ad?” Media can be fun and family-friendly, but it could be a trap that 
lures you in to buy this product. Media has its ups and downs, but overall, media can be a good influence for young children. It 
is important to think critically about these ads so they won't scheme you.  
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Advertising Facts Part 1

Advertising is an amazing technique to sell products and objects, and is used to convince 
consumers to buy the product and use it. The basic definition of advertising is how companies 
encourage consumers to buy their products. Ads are also what people use to promote and boost 
their company up to the top of culture. Ads appear almost everywhere in the world. They can sell 
your merchandise in subways, streets, and skyscrapers. Ads use stereotypical targeting 
techniques to lure an age group to what they are selling. For example, when you sell a doll, they 
are targeting the age group of 5-9, or if the product is for 5-9 year old boys, they sell Hot Wheels 
or Nerf guns. When advertising merchandise, they want to reach out to the consumers by using 
emotional resources. These emotional resources include joy, sorrow, excitement, and many 
more. The history of ads is very detail oriented. Ads in America started with political campaigns 
and newspaper ads from Benjamin Franklin’s Pennsylvania gazette. Thomas J. Barratt is known 
as the father of modern advertising because the company he was working for was in dire need of 
some attention. Thomas started to make posters and campaigns for the company called Pears’ 
soap. At that time, many people started to change their view of everything around them because 
technology was evolving. So, when all of this was happening, Barratt noticed that if he tweaked 
his ads, he could get more customers. Then, when this happened, everybody followed his lead. 
In advertising, there are many ways to advertise your products.



Advertising Facts Part 2
TV advertising is one of the most profitable, but costly ways to advertise. 
On Super Bowl night, just to get 30 seconds of an ad is 5.25 million dollars! 
Movie ads, also called trailers, can be advertised on your TV, or in the 
actual movie theater. Another ad is a radio ad that could be in between 
songs on your car radio. They started in the 1930s when there was no such 
thing as television. So instead, there were radios that told stories, or 
advertised. Many ads can be advertised on the internet. These annoying ads 
are called pop-up ads which pop up on your screen randomly when you go 
onto a website. Social media can be another example of an internet ad 
where people give you advice on whether you should buy the product or 
not. There are many techniques on how you can sell your product. One way 
is by using bright colors and shocking images to draw people’s attention to 
this product. They also use humor to make the consumers feel comfortable 
when buying this product. If you have a celebrity endorsement saying 
something humorous, people feel pleased that this celebrity is saying that 
this product is OK for you. Overall, advertising is an intricate and amazing 
way to make consumers buy a product.
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Modern Advertising 
Part 1

The modern history of advertising is very enticing and intricate to learn. It all started when Benjamin 
Franklin published his new newspaper the Pennsylvania gazette. There was no such thing as radio, TV, or 
social media. There were only print ads on newspapers such as the Pennsylvania gazette. Fifty percent of 

all the ads were patent medicines that supposedly cured everything. When the industrial revolution 
exploded, the U.S. experienced an increase in population and immigration. Because of this, a new thing 

called “brands” erupted, and out of nowhere, modern advertising was born. One of these new brands was 
Quaker Oats in the 1880s. They used print advertising in an amazing amount of newspapers. In 1886, one 
of the most famous advertising companies was brought into the world, Coca Cola. It was named an ideal 

brain tonic, but by 1904, celebrities endorsed it as a fountain drink. In the 1890s, N.W. Ayer & Son was the 
largest ad agency which sold places anywhere to advertise your product. 1908 was a huge year for modern 
advertising. Hellen L. Resor developed J Walter’s idea (where he asked magazine companies to put ads in 
their magazines) into a super company. She was the mother of using emotions and feeling to have people 
buy the product. In the 1920s, it was known as the radio era. In 1920, the first radio station was KDKA, 
which did not feature ads. This industry was worth millions, and by 1930, it was worth $40 million. The 

first ad was in 1927, advertising a real estate company, and through that, radio ads quickly became popular. 
But in between 1929 and 1937, the stock market crashed and the great depression started. This caused a 
drop in incomes for advertising in general. With WWII breaking through in the world, ads started back 

again such as Rosie the Riveter, who was immediately popular among women who wanted to participate in 
the world war.



During the 1950s, TV advertising took off, bringing average incomes from $40 million to $128 million just 
with one ad! At the beginning of television, programs only had one sponsor such as Marlboro and other big 
name companies. In the late 50s, a creative revolution occurred bringing the world the Volkswagen Beetle 
with their taglines “think small” and “lemon.” About 10 years later, Mary Wells was the first woman to own 
an advertising agency who came up with popular taglines such as Alka Seltzer’s, “Plop-plop-.......fizz-fizz” 
and the “I love NY” ads for traveling to New York. From 1974 to 1988, advertising was one of the newest 
ways to make money. Companies like Miller Lite Beer, Apple computers, and Nike’s “Just do it” campaign 
were included. In 1993, the internet was brought to the world bringing new opportunities to the world of 
advertising. Pop-up ads and social media such as Twitter and Facebook still, to this day, reign at the top of 
the advertising industry. The biggest types to advertise today are radio, TV, social media, and billboards. In 
conclusion, advertising is a very detailed and complex subject to understand and use, but at the same time, 
advertising is an amazing way to show your product to the world.


